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STATISTICS REASONING, 
GOVERNING EDUCATION AND 
MAKING DIFFERENCES AS KINDS 

OF PEOPLE 

Thomas S. Popkewitz and Sverker Lindblad 

Introduction 

Numbers in policy and social research are generally seen as merely data that 
describe events for social planning. International and national statistical reports, 
for example, invite comparisons over time and space, between categories, and 
which can be used in various kinds of quantitative analyses, particularly as research 
relates to educational policy. Educ(lf/011 at n Clance: OECD I11dirntors (2014), 1

OECD's PISA (Progr,unme for International Student Assessment), TIMSS 
(Trends in International Mathematics and Science Studies) and the US NAEP 
(United States' National Assessment of Educational Progress). for example, use 
populational indicators to report national progress, in areas such as, in science ;md 
mathematics achievement. 

The numbers of statistics in educational phenomena, argued in this chapter, 
are viewed as embodying cultural and social principles. We explore how mnu
bers work, not simply as descriptions but as embodied desires of futures that are 
to be actualized through planning. Our argument is that numbers are part of 
social practices that generate principles about' the 11nture' of society and its kinds 
of people. Further and significant to the chapter, the making of kinds of people 
entails double gestures and a paradox: the very practices to include and ch:mge 
populations in the name of progress and equity doubles back on itself as processes 
of exclusion and abjection or the casting of kinds of people into unlivable spaces 
(Popkewitz, 2008). 

We proceed in the following way.The first section explores statistics historically 
as cultural practices that entail a paradox: the finding of numerical equivalences 
to understand differences and inclusion produce differences about the qualities 
and characteristics of people. The second section explores statistics as generating 
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principles about desired kinds of people. Further, we explore statistics as practices 

about the relation of individuality and society that research is to actualize.And, as 

in previous sections, a paradox is encountered. The classifications of people pro

duce divisions to differentiate the normal and the pathological. The concluding 

section focuses on statistics as a social and cultural 'actor', an agent that anticipates 

what the future should be in the ordering of the present. 

This chapter draws attention to particular but often understudied qualities of 

the political in schooling, that is, how the ordering and classifying of educational 

phenomena embodies desires of the future that normalize, divide and exclude. 

Our approach is diagnostic: to ask historically about' the reason' and 'reasonableness' 

of numbers as practices for thinking about policy and research; how numbers 'act' 

to generate principles for governing the relation of individuality and the society; 

and the limits of such thought in questions about social inclusion and exclusion.2 

Statistics as Cultural Practice: Political Arithmetic and the 
Taming of Chance 

Thinking of people through sta tistical reasoning is so much a part of contempo

rary life that we are often unaware of this' belonging' as a historical invention. Statis

tical reasoning about large groups of people is one of the important inventions of 

the 19th century.3 Statistics did previously exist, but it was about individual phe

nomenon. It was not possible to 'think' about populations or large aggregates of 

people through numbers until different historical inventions came together from 

rnathematics, statistics, physics and state administration. This section explores two 

qualities of modern statistics as a rn.ode of thinking. One is statistics as a particular 

way of reasoning in the governing of modern societies. Second is a particular 

kind of consciousness associated with modern.ity, that is, of the 'homeless mind'. 

That consciousness embodied abstractions about people from which knowledge 

is produced for ordering daily life, experience and belonging. Statistical reasoning 

about populations is one such strategy. 

One example of this mode of thinking is the national statistics of edu ca

tional attainment presented by OECD in Education at a GI mice (201 6). The report 

compares the percentages of individuals in different nations not finishing upper 

secondary education. Underlying the percentages is a double quality that differ

entiates the normal from the pathological: high completion is desired and given as 

the normal, and lower rates indicate a pathology to be corrected (see Table 13 .1). 

The making of the Table 13.1, however, entails 'back sta~e' cultural and social 

principles. These principles form as a continuum of value in defining the suc

cessful and failing educational systems. 'Educational attaimnent' is correlated with 

social, cultural and psychological categories about populations-often in terms 

of gender, socioeconomic background and immigration, such as comparing indi

viduals with native-born parents and individuals who have one or two immigrant 
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TABLE 13.1 Trends in Educational Attainment, Age Group 25-34 Years Old (2005 and 
2015) over countries. 

Percent not completed upper secondary education. Level of ed ucati on defined by ISCED 
2011 and lSCED 1997. 

Cou 11try 2005 2015 

Australia 21 12 
Finland 11 10 
Sweden 9 18 
Spain 35 34 
Turkey 63 48 
United Kingdom 27 15 
United States 13 10 
OECD average 21 16 

parents. The socioeconomic distinctions are linked with psychological qualities, 

such as motivation, aspirations and individuals working hard in school. 

The comparative values about people in the numbers become foundational 

data for norms defined as educational 'gaps' as differences between categories. 

Intervention models are designed from the norms to change educational systems. 

The model of change is to actualize the anticipated characteristics and qualities of 

the people who are to inhabit its social networks in the future. 

Statistics as a Technology of Governing 

If we take this example, statistics is not m erely a tool for social intervention. It 

numbers embody a particular system of re<ison that is never merely that of the 

numbers themselves. State planning to change social conditions is to change peo

ple. The statistical data not only describe but order and classifi1 what is desired in social 

relations and people. 

Historically, this relation of numbers, planning and changing is no surprise. 

Statistics j oins with the idea of the welfare st<i te in the governing of the modern 

nation .4 Statistik in 18th century Germany was the science of police, for regulating 

and keeping order. Statistics, for example, ordered the populations to control for 

epidemics and to regulate tax collections. By the 19th century, the French word 

of statistir;,ue and the British statistics signified the aritlunetic of the state. It was to 

calculate the <idministration and coordination of populations to secure the ends of 

wealth, public order, virtue and happiness. State administrators, for example, spoke 

of social welfare in terms of biological issues-such as reprodu ction, disease and 

education (human' nature', individual development, growth and evolution). 

T he numbers of statistics are categories about human conditions and peo

ple. Populational categories embody distinctions that overlap with the politics 
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and culture. The representations in the US census after World War II entailed 
new classific:ition of people for ethno-racial management.The ca tegory of Latino 
emerged, for example, to classify people from, for example, Brnil, Haiti,Argentma 
and M exico, among others, as a single population. Once made into the categories, 
they enter into those social relations :is a way of thinking about the present and 
the future.Today, this category of statistical reporting works into social movernents 
<llld policy in education to define heterogeneous populations as homogeneous 

through the system of reason applied. 
The statistical construction of populations, then, is a social technology for 

changing social conditions and, while not often considered, changing people 
(Hacking, 1990, 1991 ; Castel, 1991; in education , Popkewitz, 1991). Populational 
reasoning provides abstractions abo ut how think about, order and act on par
ticular groups of people as well as how people should think about themselves 
in relation to others. The War on Poverty in the United States in the 1 'J60s, for 
example, entailed the creating of criteria to classify populations as a schema for 
social ad1ninistration and intervention. Poverty existed prior to that but was not 
classified and tabulated as a device of state policy and research for intervention for 
moral and economic purposes. Programs are established for remediation of tar
geted populations, books are written abou t groups classified as ethnic populations 
and research is organized to change people through concepts and theories of cul
tural and social patterns of family child-rearing practices among those populations. 

Populational re:isoning is no longer deployed solely as state reasoning. It is a 
social practice of governing about who people are but also who they should be. 
The mnnerical distributions in schools become part of the 'reason' of instruction. 
From the various characteristics of child development related to age and school 
grade to social characteristics of children (urban, at-risk, disadvantaged,. g.ifted, 
adolescent, achievement), contemporary schooling is orde red through statistrcally 
derived categories of populations and is heightened, for example, through current 
US policy discussions of high-stakes testing and of international comparisons of 

student academic performance (Popkewitz, 'l 998b). 

Numbers and the Paradox of Planning for the Future as 
Making Differences 

The invention of statistics to order and differentiate large groups of people is 
embodied in this broader historical and political commitment to human agency. 
European reformation concepts of the person were revised as categories of the 
human mind whose soul had moral and rational qualities for intervening and 
changing one's life (Mauss, 1938/ 1979). Theories of agency in Anglo-Saxon, 
French and German-speaking worlds, for example, constituted people as autono
mous subjects of m otives ancl perceptions to determine the actions that shape 
the future (Meyer, 1986). Concepts of agency and human interests inscribed an 
individual who could know and act in the world that was subj ect to its own 
laws (Wittrock, 2000). Using the language of political theory, agency entails the 
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movement of the objective order of institutions into the realm of subjectivity 
that is administered in the name of fre edom (Pocock, 2003). The agency of the 
individual was made into the primordial category of progress through human 
interventions that would bring perfection to the future. 

Yet with the historical invention of agency coincided with the 'inLJentioll' of 
society and the social. Varela (2000) argues that the formation of individual per
sonalities, individual subjects and the idea of society emerge at the precise his
torical moment when the legitimacy of power was being based on the idea of 
a general 'will'. While the word 'society' is present prior to the Enlightenment, 
it emerges to think about collective human existence instituted as the essential 
domain of human practices. Prior to the 18th century, society was a notion about 
associations of people and not about collective 'ho111cs', belonging and popula
tions. The individual in the 18th-century French philosophe, for example, was 
bound to the 'disco1;cry cj' society' in a process of disengagement from the religious 
representations. 

This leads us to consider that numbers enter into the cultural and political 
spaces of policy, research and programs. Statistics brought together large numbers 
of discrete attributes of the individual into a social whole, envisioned as objects 
that could be operated on in order to promote the general good and freedom 
of the individual. If we turn to the progressive political and educational reforms 
of the turn of the 20th centu ry, the fundam ental operations of the new statisti
cal knowledge were embedded in what were called the moral sciences. It was to 
bring the greatest happiness to the greatest number. 

The agency associated with ' IMppiness' embodied its others. Happiness could 
be counted and measured as not so much of m en's and ·women's happiness, but 
oddly enough as the moral sciences were concerned with populations classified 
as outside the realms of happiness: the poor, the immigrant 'mccs', working classes 
as different from those embodying' the nation' and so on. The populations identi
fied for planning were those constituted as the ' unhappy', different and outside of 
normalcy because of inrniorality, criminality, prostitution, divorces, poverty and 
hygiene. 

Agency, then, is a category codified and standard in relation to principles of the 
social in which its actions are authorized. But in that relation are simultaneously 
distinctions that differentiate the normal and pathologica l. The creating of popu
lations is ~1 way to think about and plan to rectify 'ham!ful' social and economic 
conditions as well as to enable the individual to become a self-governing citizen 
capable of acting with freedom and liberty (Hacking, 1990; Rose, 1999). The 
planning, ironically, to recognize differences for inclusion establishes difference. 
The achievement gap, and categories of the 'urban' , social disadvantaged and at
risk child in North American and many European contexts inscribe distinctions, 
differentiations and divisions. Statistical tables , such as Table 13.1 earlier, about 
learning, achievement and the characteristics of the teaching instantiate social 
and cultural distinctions to compare and divide the attr ibutes of the child who 
'achic1Jcs' from the ch ild who does not '.fit' . 
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Maybe this comparativeness is the albatross of modern social science. To rep

resents differences inscribes differences as the qualities and attributes of popula

tional kinds of people. The statistical reporting places people in a continuum of 

values that classifies and enumerates central tendencies with the extremes as the 

pathological. 

Th.is differentiating and dividing is evident in the OECD (201 G) report from 

2012 on student performance and equity (Figure 13.1). Student performances on 

achievement tests are correlated to the individual's socioeconomic status. Sweden, 

for example, is shown having an increasing connection between socioeconomic 

status and test results. The statistics embody the hope of the future and fears of 

dangerous populations. T he hope, for ex;nuple, is in the models of change that 

OECD provides for improving schooling.The hopes coexist with fear that further 

decline in schooling but the dangers of decline of society itself that become points 

of reference in Swedish policy and media.; 

The visual image of the chart embodies ~l continuum of values abou t normalcy 

and pathology. The OECD comparisons of student performances are i1nages that 

em.body narratives of providing direction against the dangers of the increasing 

socioeconomic segregation, and future programs for making school compensate 

for society (see, e.g., SOU, 2017, p. 35). 

The concern of teacher professional selection and development intersects 

with social and psychological categories of the child and family that do not 

succeed in the assessments. These are then related to curriculum designs so as 

to maximize perfonnance outcomes. The OECD report on Sweden (OECD, 

2015) , for example, graphs maps measures of social equity and social economic 

impact of student performance in mathematics. Popubtional qualities become 

descriptors of both the qualities of people but also of what is normal and path

ological in the development of the nation. This double quality of collective 

belonging and chara cteristics of people appear textually through the reporting 

of the performances of 15-year-olds who do not reach minimum performance 

levels in mathematic assessments. 

The principles generated about normalcy and pathology act indirectly in 

organizing progt~tms and for the individual to plot, self-monitor and supervise 

one's life trajectory. The creation of the social cate;;ories abo ut kinds of people in the 

statistical measures makes bio,JZrap/1ies, linking student achievement with psychologi

cal qualities (motivation, self-esteem), loop into every life as ordering principles 

about the specific characteristics ascribed to the individual act.A script or narra

tive about biographies as the mnnbers are augmented with qualitative practices 

related to programs and assessments and self-assessment in schooling. 

The categories and assessme nts embodied a priori assumptions <lb out differ

ences in the moral order to measure and calculate as if they did exist in order to 

think about how to change people. The measures were deployed as systems to 

realize a desired world about what was hoped fo r. Its numerical representation 
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became' actors' to describe and change people (actual and theoretically). Numbers 

as magnitudes were to make visible what counted. The information provided 

numbers bound a theoretical question to cultural and social practices that make 

the abstraction significant. 

'The Homeless Mind' 

One of those qualities of the 'reason' embedded in classifying people as popula

tions is what Berger, Berger, and Kellner (1974). call 'the hollle/ess 111ind', that is, 

being able to refle ct about the 'self' as both an object and subject. Drawing on the 

sociology of knowledge, Berger et al. view 'the homeless 111i11d' as a way of acting 

and 'seei11/ in the modernity. 
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The consciousness of the hmneless mind creates a separate realm for human 
reason in processes of change that is different, for example, from the reasoning 
about finding the heavenly rules in Cod's earthly world. For our purposes, 'the 
ho111eless mind' provides a way to historically understand quantification as embody
ing broader historical principles about modes of reasoning about the relation of 
individuality and collective belonging and' home'.<> 

'The homeless mind' captures, at one layer, the idea of the reason of the 'enlightened' 
person as having the capacity to see 'facts' as external to the self, but it still passed 
through the consciousness of the subject. This consciousness provides conditions that 
replace, at least partially, previous reliance on face- to-face relations to assess truth, 
honesty and honor.Truth is tied to modes of conceptualizing and analyzing, a rational 
temporary order to daily life and its possibilities of change (see, e.g., Bledstein, 1976; 
Shapin, 1994). That consciousness of abstractions direct to human qualities embodies 
possibilities to systern.ize, conceptualize and administer 'the self in social relations. The 
method for understanding is to create abstract sets of concepts to talk about society, 
nation, a citizen, family and childhood in ways that were not available previously. 

The abstractions perform as a particular' l1omelessness', as human existence can 
be thought of as having no historical location, cultural specificity or geographical 
boundaries . The social practices associated with numbers and populations are just 
the opposite of producing places of belonging. Quantification, for example, is a 
technology of social distancing from the immediate and the local by providing 
a common and universal language (Porter, 1995) . 'Thinking' through probability 
theories about populations provides a way of'seein;l!' oneself in the universal tin1e 
of humanity. The distancing and abstracting of the self as a reflectivity is a hall
mark, if we can use this word, of the modern expertise of the hum.an sciences, and 
found in Freud, Marx, Durkheirn, Weber, Vygotsky and Dewey and carried into 
contemporary social and educational practices. 

Statistics provided new ways to think about changing conditions through the 
abstractions of society, economy and culture. People were classified within popu
lations to identify or rectify' lwmiful' social and econmnic conditions as well as for 
policing and organizing the security of populations. The new probability theories 
brought into statistical reasoning, for example, enabled the codification and stand
ardization of dispersed phenomena under a singular umbrella of a population's 
societal attributes and economics. 

The distancing is a rapprochement with the immediate and the re-creating of 
belonging and home. T he classifications and measurements that accompany sta
tistical reasoning in the 19th century worked back into everyday life and human 
experience. Thinking of one's self as a worker, as belonging to an ethnic group, 
or as an adolescent, is this double quality of abstractions as distancing strategies, 
which sim.ultaneously serve as a CPS system for everyday life. 

This paradox of the rapprochement with abstractions and the immediate are 
embedded in the categories of the psychologies associated with, for example, 
the conscious / unconscious, zones of proximal development, and problem solving. 
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The abstractions for thinking about the child and about how the child should 
'think' and act become the spaces of personal knowledge. The reflective teacher 
and action researcher, for example, are abstractions about kinds of people. The 
abstractions embody concepts about what to notice in classroom teaching and as 
theoretical canopies about the processes for thinking that proj ects the future as 
the application of'nfiection'-not only about what to notice but also to organize 
action directed to what should be done. 

The abstraction of' the Reflective Practitioner' loops into the life of the teacher as 
it is brought into programs, theories and narratives about the expert and profes
sional teacher that the novice is to become.' The Reflective Practitioller' entails the 
'homeless' mind, if we can use the phrase, as it finds its hmne in everyday life. The 
teacher becomes the problem solver whose reflection flows between universals 
rules and standards of the abstraction of' the reflective' self and the immediate site of 
acting and experiencing of being 'r~fiective '. 

The homeless mind, then, is a particular characteristic of numbers and statistics. 
Statistics is an important 'inscription device' for govern.ing conducted through pro
cesses of distancing and attaching the self to particular sets of rul es and standards. 
It is a technology for placing individuals in a relation to transcendental catego
ries that seem to have no particular historical location or author to establish a 
home. The comparative distinctions of PISA or the correlations between student 
achievement and parental and conununity practices are abstractions that place 
one's self outside of a particular place, yet give meaning, attachment and affilia
tion that link individuality to coll ective spaces of belonging of the nation and the 
citizen that seem to have no attachments. 

Making Up People and Designing Futures 

We began the discussion by arguing that statistics em.body cultural and social 
distinctions.We argued further that statistics in educational phenomena embodies 
a particular form of'modem' consciousness related to the homeless mind. In this 
section, our focus is on how the numbers are cultural practices concerned with 
making kinds of people. This focus brings us closer to consider the title of the 
book with this section concerned with how the numbers are no t only about the 
present but also about an anticipated future. 

Fabrications 

One way to think about the classifications of populations is as making up people. 
Hacking (1995 , 2006) argues that the human sciences produce human kinds in 
the very processes of discovering 'facts' about people. This process of producing 
kinds of people can be thought of as a fabrication. The notion of fabrication 
helps to explore the particularities of statistics in making inventories or profiles of 
classes of people that can be managed and self-managed. 
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Fabrication embodies two nuances that are important in thinking about the 
distinctions and classifications that order schools. One nuance is fabrication as a 
fi ction abou t kinds of people. The distinctions about children arc fictions in that 
they are produced historically as ways to think about children in response to par
ti cular even.ts and issu es of the world. Calling a child ' dis11d1,1111t11ged', 'nt-risk', '111· tistic' 
and' lifelong I en mer', for example, are fictions to think about issues, dilemmas and 
the obligations of schooling. The child study movement's classifications of youth 
and adolescence, for example, at the turn of the 20th century are fictions about 
hum.an kinds. G. Stanley Hall's (1904) classification of children's development as 
an '11dolcsce11ce' is not an object that one can touch but ways of thinking, 'seein)( 
and feeling about 'the tl1ings' of the world that were (and arc) deemed important. 
Hall used the notion of adolescence to collect statistical data as a way to respond 
to perceived events of the world of childhood. lt is not that the notion of ado
lescence was not used earlier. The Romans used the word 'adolescence ' to talk 
about growing up. But they and the medieval world did not make the child as a 
distinguishable populational group in society whose particular presence required 

attention. 
Adolescence, as a kind of person, was assembled and connected in a grid of 

different historical pract ices. The distinctions and differentiations that ordered the 
child's growth and development in the child study movement, for example, were 
not created through science alone. Its distinctions and differentiations assembled 
and connected Enlightenment hopes of' reason' and science with political theories 
of participation, Christian ethics and social biology articulated a psychology of 
the child as the future cosmopolitan citizen. The fabrication of adolescence, for 
example, connected discourses of medicine, psychology and pedagogy to calculate 
what w~1 s normal and pathological, treating the problems that arose from calcu-

lable deviations. 
Fabrication also directs attention to how fictions loop into everyday life to 

manufacture kinds of persons. This is the second nuance of fabrication. Ado
lescence was, in part, to order the condu ct of children coming into the newly 
fo rmed mass school and rationalities of science that included' urban' youth associ
ated with European immigrant and African American populations that moved 
from the American South at the turn of 20th-century America. Through the 
interaction of a range of pedagogical, social, cultural and medic1l discourses about 
the child, for example, the fictions loop into and become part of the material 
existence of schooling to make or manufacture the child and teacher through 

programs, theories and stories. 
The naturalness of adolescence as a category of childhood is unqu estioned 

today. The 'profiles' or 'personal iiwentorics' of the adolescent as human kinds are 
aggregates that are acquired to fill in details for the abstraction about its consti
tuted capabilities and capacities of people (Hacking, 1995).7 Theories of youth 
and adolescence arc abstractions that create impersonal categories that move 
across different sectors of schooling that provide benchmarks for teachers to work 
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on the conduct of youth. T he fabrication of kinds of people brings us back to the 
earlier discussion of' the lio111clcss 111ind' in linking individuality with social belong
ing and 'ho111e'. 

This double nuance of fictions and manufacturing makes it possible to con
sider new techniques for structuring reality and producing ncvv phenomena to 
consider. Survey instruments and da tabases about the worker and non-worker, 
gifted and delinquent child and immigrant populations order information that 
can manage programs for rectification of social problems-to provide for diversity 
and intercultural education and for programs to ease the difficulties of bein g an 
inunigrant and so on. 

Making Difference: The Normal and Pathological 

M ore than we like to think, the human kinds fabricated in schooling targeted for 
administrative intervention are populations seen as different or deviating from 
the normal-as in opposition to what is captmed in the notions of the normal 
child, normal speech, no rmal development (Hacking, 1995). Fabricating people 
is the mapping of cultural spaces abo ut the qualities and characteristics of kinds 
of people. Hall's child studies at the turn of 20th century America enunciated a 
particular cultural thesis of who the child should be. Adolescence was deployed 
as a particular strategy that not only standardized the normal but also sinmltane
ously recognized kinds of people whose qu alities of development and growth 
were different. 

The differences in kinds of people embody double gestures. One gesture is of 
hope. The hope was that the transitional stage of adolescence could be managed 
to ensure the proper development in becoming an adult. The other, simultaneous, 
gesture was fears of youth, which posited youth as a dangerous population that 
threa tened the moral order through, fo r instance, sexuality, criminality and so 0 1i. 

T hat hope and those fea rs were inscribed as the conditions of urban life and 
the reforms about how people lived. Hall's stud y of the adolescent, for example, 
embodied the Social Question of the turn of the 20th century reform move
rn.ent; a term used by Protestant Reformers and social scientists in American 
and N orthern European Progressive reform movements.The Social Question was 
concerned with the moral disorder of the city and differences in the character
istics of urban groups. In the United States, 'urban' was a term to differentiate 
the kinds of people who embodied the promise of American republi canism and 
as different from women not in the home, particular inunigrant and religious 
groups (Irish Ca tholics, Italian, Eastern immigrants) and racialized groups such as 
Chinese immigra nts and African American w ho were freed from slave ry after the 
American Civil War. 

T he hopes and fears or double gestures are embedded iu contemporary sta
tistics . The teenage pnrent, fo r example, was constructed as a statistic ca tegory in 
the white Ameri can suburbs of the 1960s but connotes the early parenting in the 
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black urban ghettos in the 1980s and 1990s (see Lesko, 2001 Lesko, & Talburt, 
2011). The category embodied cultural debates about family deterioration, per
missiveness and dependency translated into individual faults related to bad values, 
hopelessness and lack of a future. The infonnation provided by numbers was a 
theoretical question bound to cultural and social practices that would make the 
theoretical abstraction significant (Lesko, 1995). The teenage parent was classi
fied as having succinct chronological, physiological and legal clauses and can be 
applied to many cultures-the kind is teenaged , female, pregnant and-an unwrit

ten premise-unmarried. 
The profiles and inventories of the adolescent as a kind of child codified 'youth' 

in international assessments follow similar trajectories. The statistical data in Are 
Students Ready for the Technology-Rich VVorld' What PISA Studies Tells Us8 or Risks 
mu/ Outcomes of Social Exclusion: Insights Frorn Longitudinal Data9 embody catego
ri es of different human kinds. The reports identify students who fail, but in that 
inscription of failure is inscribed the idea of who is successful that silently travels 
inside as the notion of difference. Instructional programs were devised for reme
dial measures of children who fit these categories of' not passed su~ject' and foreign 
background. Sununaries, charts, graphs and tables identify the characteristics of 
youth to provide profiles of the child who did not fit the picture of the successful 
student. The distinctions of national and international statistics overlapped with 
principles generated to interpret experience as different layers of education
among governmental ministry officials, educational system leaders and teacher 
interviews. 10 Swedish govermnental reports describing categories of educational 
non-performance of students of 'Foreign Background' or 'Newly Arrived', for 
example, circulated with 'on-the-ground' planning of reforms and organizing 

instructional programs. 11 

The double gestures point to the effect of populational measures. They gener
ate a comparative system of reason that differentiates, distinguishes and divides. 
As Dreyfus and Rabinow (1983) argue, all societies have norms. Nonnalization 
involves the ordering and individuating of groups in relation to each other for 
social administration. The distinction irnposed through statistical reporting is a 
special kind of strategic directedness in which norms are always on the move 
to create standards of the normal in order to isolate and deal with abnorn1ali
ties given that definition-what earlier we spoke about as double gestures . 

12 
The 

categories of'huinan kinds' in statistical reporting distinguish, enumerate, control 
and order deviations in relation to bureaucratic imperatives. 13 The categories of 
school dropout or leaver, minority or special education are important administra
tive categories deployed in the problem of social inclusion. 

Abjections 

The statistical representations of populational distinctions organize difference. 
But the differences are not merely about comparing what is 'real' about people. 
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They entail comparative installations that differentiate and divide those who are 
enlightened from those who do not have those qualities-the backward, the sav
age and the barbarian of the 19th century and the at-risk and delinquent child of 
the present. School reforms, for example, are to provide an inclusive society where 
'all children learn' and there is 'no child left behind'. Teaching and learning theories 
embody the assertion of the homogeneity of values and norms that downplay 
differences of people by emphasizing what should be common to and' the nature' 
of-all human beings. With this insertion of' all' is instantiation of difference. The 
gesture is to make all child the same and on equal footing. Hope overlaps with 
fears of the child whose characteristics are not cosmopolitan and a threat to the 
moral unity of the whole-the disadvantaged, the poor and those populations 
designated as ethnic and immigrant, signified in the US context as the child 'left 
behind'. 

T he hope to include 'all children' simultaneously entails a j ettisoning of particu
lar groups who stand in a space outside the norms and value that binds 'the all'. 
The' all' linguistically assumes a unity of the kinds of characteristics and qualities 
that children are to have in order to be included. The unity presupposes what is 
outside of that space, children do not belong and thus is not part of the ' unity'. 
The differences are jettisoned, cast out or called 'abjected' in fenlinist, social and 
post-Kantian political theory. 

The apparatus of abjection is embodied in the manner in which opposites 
cohere in principles of inclusion to produce others who do not enjoy the status 
of the subject, but whose lives are circumscribed by the cosmopolitan modes of 
living. Abjection is embodied in narratives of freedmn and democracy in 19th 
century American literature. Morrison (1992) argues that such literature inscribed 
a language that 'powe1fully evoke [s] and enforce[s] hidden signs of racial superi
ority, cultural hegemony, and dismissive "Othering" of people and language' (p. 
x). Today, that 'Other'-who is not yet inside but recognized to be included yet 
different-is expressed in notions of the disadvantaged and the 'child leji behind' as 
signified in recent US legislation. 

The process of abjection directs attention to the recognition given to excluded 
groups marked for inclusion, yet that recognition radically differentiates and cir
cumscribes something else that is both repulsive and fundamentally undiffer
entiated from the whole (see Sbimakawa, 2002). The category of 'immigrant' is 
illustrative. The immigrant is a category of a group and individuals whose status 
is somewhere not quite 'i11'-worthy for inclusion but excluded. The immigrant 
lives in the spaces between requiring special intervention programs to enable 
access and equity and at the same time established difference and the Other, out
side by virtu e of their qualities of life. 

We can explore the production of norms that are abject in the 'kind ef people' 
classified as' at-risk'. Classifying children and families as at-risk is a technology of 
governance through the rules of reason.When national and international statistics 
are exanlined, certain indicators of' at-risk' children are used to recognize those 
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populations to be included. UK statistics, for example, us~ the. catego.ry ,of' at-1~sk' 
to differentiate populational groups that are classified as cthmc 1111no11ty children, 

a 'liigli- risk' Gitegory since 16 percent of pennanently excluded children belong 

to it, with nearly half of the high-risk category being Afncan-Canbbean, even 

though they make up only 1 percent of the population (Alexiadou, Lawn, & 

Ozga, 2001). Risk becomes as such foremost a schema of rationallty, a way of 

breaking down, rearranging, ordering certain elements of reality (Ewald'. 1991) · 

No one 'pwpcdy' evades it. Its organizing schema of management and rationality 

can be realized in any and every kind of institution. It can be applied to anyone, 

depending 011 how the dangers are analyzed and the events considered (Defert, 

1991;Ewald,1991). . 
Risk is a category that represents a complex system of ideas that, in a Kantian 

sense, refers to no specific reality. It is a category that fabricates human kmds: it 

is a fiction, and it makes kinds of individuals. The recognition of populat10ns at 

risk addressed is 'factors, statistical correlations of heterogeneous clements' (Castel, 

1991, p. 288). As Castel (1991). stated, 'We are situated in a perspective of 1mtono

inizcd 1111111 n,szc 111c11 t of populations conducted on the basis of differential profiles. of 

those populations established by means of medico-psychological diagnoses whJCh 

function as pure expertises' (p. 291). 
Abjection, then, is a way to think about the cmnplex set of relations of inclu

sion and exclusion-the casting o utside and placed in and in-between space and 

excluded in the same phenomenon <1S the cosmopolitanism. of schooling. But tl1e 

processes of abjection arc 110 t mcrelv 11/Jo1.1t tlic present. Pedagogical practices simultane

ously drawing in and yet placing outside certain qualities oflife and people recog

nized for inclusion yet placed in difl:erent spaces that can never be 'of the rwcraJZc' · 

Statistics as a Cultural Practice in Making People and 
Designing the Future 

While there is a disciplinary and political reflexivity about the uses and abuses 

of statistics, such reflexivity does not examine or bring into question the rules 

and standards that are historically mobilized. Contemporary social and educa

tional research rarely asks about the cultural principles that order the theories, 

concepts and methods of curriculum research. This is particularly evident where 

curricuhnn research takes official categories and distinctions as its framework of 

investigation-such as the way tlrnt state categories of poverty, minority and eth

nicity formed the core conceptual assumptions and the origin of studies to cor-

rect inequiti es . . 
Our focus on the reasoniug is to recognize a significant fact of modermty: 

governiug is exercised less through brute force and more through the systems 

of reason that fabricate kinds of people and biographies. We have explored tlm 

governing through the cultural and political principles that are inscribed in sta

tistics and mnnbers. Statistical reason e1nbodies the hope of social planning that 
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a better life can be produced fo r individuals. That hope inscribes desired futures 
that research is to actualize. 

But this hope of the future involves tensions and paradoxes. Statistics is never 

merely its numbers, magnitudes and equivalences. We argued that statistical rea

sonmg connects social, cultural, scientific and political discourses that form a sin

gle plan to make kinds of humans-people who are sites for state intervention 

and as biographies. We focus on population<il reasoning in statistics as fabricat

ing particular 'kinds of people' and biographies that inscribe subjectivities through 

plannmg people. The differentiating qualities of the populational data have self

referential qualities that define not only the individualities but also the trajectories 

that order the problem and solutions for the life that one should live. 

The anticipatory qualities of statistical categories and distinctions are the 

inscription of relations between individuality and the social-inscriptions that 

arc productive and not merely descriptive. The c<ilculations and standardizations 

through the measurements inscribe a particular temporality about the anticipated 

future as embodying particular kind of peoples-the participatory person, global 

competence and the rationalities how to think and act. The images and narratives 

given as mathematics and science in the curriculum assessed engender principles 

about what is a child 's problem solving. Science and mathematics are given as the 

'wisdo11t' whose authority in managing the natural work, the majesty of its proce

dures, styles of argument and expertise to interpret social life as its sacraments of 

the kind of people to be made. Thr;; science, however is not about the rules and 

standards of reason(s) of these disciplines. What is embedded in the st<itistics are 

alchemies that are ordered through psychologies about the social and individual, 

given expression in the classifications about how children 'so lve mu! interpret prob

lems', '111otiv11tion to learn', 'beliefs' about themselves and attitude. 

We argued further that the making of kinds of people inscribes a continuum 

of values and double gestures that normalizes and differentiates in the efforts 

toward inclusion. While seeking inclusion, the very principles that are generated 

for inclusion divide and render certain groups as different, dangerous and in need 

of intervention. It is possible to examine the territories marked for the freedom 

of the child and parent as simultaneously internments and enclosures that divide 
and exclude. 

The argument poses a dilemma when focusing 011 international assessments of 

student performance as addressing inequities. The verv acts of social administra

tion deployed by statistical reporting to address issue; of progress require inter

vention through a practical causali ty that differentiates, distinguishes and divides 

individual characteristics in a continumn of values about the normal and the 

deviant. By not questioning as a system of reason, embodied statistics as m11n

bers circulate in policy and research, as it is never merely that of numbers and 
mathematics. 

The analysis also raises an important set of distinctions that circulate in the 

folklore of te<iching, research and policy. 1
'1 That folklore is the division between 
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research and practice, or theory and the experience of the school, captured in 
much of the research on' teacher expertise' or' the wisdom of the teacher'. These divi
sions make possible the thinking of statistics as a set of tools for policy that is 
different fron1 what people do with the numbers. The division is seen in the 
decoupling of policy and practice in organizational theory and the often-found 
dismissal of research as part of' the ivory tower' of the university. The latter is treated 
as having no connection to 'what happens 011 the gmund'. We have argued that the 
system of reason is a material practice that has' real' effects in ordering the nature 
of social problems, creating kinds of humans that are acted on and fabricating 
biographies. The decoupling and the distinction between theory and practice can, 
at this point in the analysis, be seen as historically and practically nai:ve and eliding 

of issues of power and the political. 
The distinction of theory and practice, if we use the previous analysis, serves 

as an epistemological obstacle, to use loosely Gaston Bachelard's famous term, 
for understanding the governing functions in modern society and the different 
circuits through which inclusion and exclusion are produced. Important to the 
reflexivity of educational and curriculum research is how particular conceptions 
and rul es of reason circulate-how is it that the theoretical notions of probability 
theories and populational reasoning 'fit' so well and are 'seen' as 'practical' to poli
cymakers as well as to teachers in o rg:mizing school improvement plans that we 
discussed earlier? What is narrated as pra tice is not something providing a 'real' 
and natural knowledge, but something that is produced through a complex set of 
historically structuring principles that situates one as a historical actor and agent 
that is not only of the present but also of the possibilities of the future.

1
; 

Notes 
J. www.oecd.org/edu/eag. htm; 'This annual publication is the authoritative source for 

accurate and rel •v:111L in for111t1 tion on the state of edu cation around the world. Featur
ing more than 150 charts, 300 tables, and ov r 100,000 figures, it provid • data on the 
structure, finances, and performance of education systems in the E D's 34 member 
countries, as well as a number of partner countries'. 

2. Since we began this project on t:niscics in 1999 wiLhin a European Uni n 4Lh ram -
work tudy of edu • tio nal gov •rnance and social exclusion, Lhere have been c~tensivc 
tudics of sta tistics in poH y. These studies have genera lly fo used on the s ml fie ld 

and networks in which St:\ ti ti s :m: deployed wir.h Emopc (see, e.g., Grek, 2009). Our 
inter<: r ea1fo!r a11c1 here on1ple111ent these cuclics but 1s different in its concern with 
systems of reason (also see, e.g., Lindblad, Pettersson, & Popkewitz, 2015). 

3. There are informative histories of the discipline of statistics for the mterested reader. 
See, for example, Stigler (1986) and Alonso and Starr (1987). See also Bowker and Star 
(J 999), Hanson (1993) and , ul I (19 "I) . 

4. 11111tl'lllwndl!, the sy rcmati tudy of ·rate , an early form of what was called compara
tive pol.ides, appew~d in nmn'.cipal en~u. e in . Nu(c1.11bcrg in 1449_ (J\ ~on. o & . rarr, 
J 1)87, p. "13).Thc Engli h cr.idiu n of poliucal amhme t1 wa the a~plic. uon of rnuonal 
t:alcul:1tion LO lhc uuclcrstandiug, exercise, and enhancement ol rntc p wer. In chc 
18th ccnt11ry, it w:i w reverse che g wth of 1hc tatc. ralisti al oc ierics in the 1 < lh 
cemury were co gather bjcctivc mets, mo LI' numerical but also data that are today 
called 'qualitative'. 
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5. cf. the inquiry of the Swedish School commission. Official Report from the Swedish 
Government, No 2017: 35. 

6. Berger et al. relate' 1/1c '10111elcss 111ind' to the emergence of bureau cracy and technology 
in capitalism. Our use is broader and less institutional bound. See, for example, Popke
witz (2008). 

7. Hacking (1995) directs our attention to difierences between things of'rwture', such 
as quarks and tripeptides, and those of lrnman kinds, such as teenage pregnancies and 
adolescence. When comparing' tl1i11gs' such as camels or microbes, what they do is not 
dependent on how the categories are used to describe them. But this js not so with 
human kinds. 

8. www.oecd.org/ ed uca ti on/ school/ programmefori nternationals tu den tassessmentp isa 
/35995145.pdf 

9. Report by John Bynner: vvww.oecd. org/edu/school/1855785.pdf 
10. Foreign background is an example of the many concepts that form a comparative 

concept that es tablishes 'rlevi1111cy' even when created as a moral /political obliga
tion of a society to ensure equity and justice. In one sense, as we will talk about 
later with the concept of minority, it is only through certain assumptions about 
the normal 'being' of the citi zen/individual that th e classification of foreign born is 
applied. 

11. See, for instance, Table 13.1 and Official Report from the Swedish Government, No 
2017:35 

12. While there are multiple modernities, our concern is with the emphasis on reason and 
science in the European Enlightenment in the 18th century that is transported into the 
19th century human sciences, industrialization, urbanization and professionalization 
that accompanied the newly formed democratic states and its citizens. 

13. The categories of school leaver or dropout, minority or special education are impor
tant categories deployed in the problem of social inclusion as administrative categories. 
Hacking (1995) suggests, for example, that the categories of autism or physically or 
emotionally handicapped are specific administrative kinds.They are not specific disease 
labels but an umbrella for many. 

14. This is not only a problem of educational theory. From Latour's (1999) discussion 
of science, to Emmanuel Wallerste in's (1991) and Peter Wagner's (2001) discussion of 
modern social theory, there is a continual questioning of the ways in which modern 
social theory has divided phenomena-what Latour calls the modernist settlement, 
which has sealed off into incommensurable problems questions that cannot be solved 
separately. Latour talks about the rela tion ofhuman and non-hum;in in science, Wagner 
about the relation of certainty and uncertainty.Also, see Popkewitz (1998a) as it relates 
to the social epis temology of educational research. 

15 . One way of thinking of this construction of experience is to recognize that there is 
always a double-sidedness to the' J'- the historical and the biographical. 
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